A task based approach to the issue of redundant robots starts from the premise that there are obstacles that cannot be removed from the working area and which therefore must be avoided . This statement produces the requirement for a device with a certain degree of mobility , and stresses the need to ensure that the aim is twofold : reach the goal and avoid obstacles . But avoiding obstacles is not the same objective as keeping as far away from an obstacle as possible ; the primary goal is still to reach the target . In fact humans use soft contact to reach targets that are at the periphery of their reach . This soft distributed contact has the ef fect of smoothing the surface of the object and hence there is an element of only being interested in obstacle detail at the appropriate scale to achieve the task . This paper describes a new approach to collision avoidance based on using a global path finding algorithm , in this case using Laplacian potential fields , in conjunction with a simple local geometrically based algorithm for avoiding obstacles and maximising the use of manoeuvring space in a manner which is not limited by digital computation resolution issues . This extra technique is in some ways analogous to the human soft contact approach .
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This paper describes a new approach to collision avoidance based on using a global path finding algorithm , in this case using Laplacian potential fields , in conjunction with a simple local geometrically based algorithm for avoiding obstacles and maximising the use of manoeuvring space in a manner which is not limited by digital computation resolution issues . This extra technique is in some ways analogous to the human soft contact approach .
Three examples are presented to illustrate the robustness of the algorithm . In order to be able to compare results with other techniques , an environment measurement scheme is defined which gives an indication of the dif ficulty of the trajectory being followed .
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. INTRODUCTION
A redundant manipulator is defined as having an infinite number of solutions to the joint variables of the manipulator for a given task . 1 One way in which this is achieved is when there are more joint variables than required for a specific task . Although doing so includes great dif ficulties , redundant manipulators have been of interest for some time 2 since they have the very considerable potential of of fering great flexibility to use the workspace ef ficiently and reduce the need for well arranged environments . 3 When multiple degrees of freedom are employed , such a manipulator can also be used for reaching the end of a long curved path in large machines for the purposes such as maintenance , repair or inspection . 4 , 5 There are two distinct aspects of controlling a highly redundant robot such that it reaches its goal whilst avoiding all obstacles . The first aspect is one of finding a path . 6 The second is following that path . 7 Within both tasks there is a requirement to ensure that the finite dimensions of the robot are taken into account . This is the technique of motion planning that humans use , in the sense that , even when there is a incomplete knowledge about whether a path leads to a goal , a path is chosen in a 'cerebral' manner taking into account available kinematic and environment knowledge , before the motion is conducted at the 'cerebellum' level using proprioception and senses interacting with the environment itself .
. Jacobian based techniques
When the path for the end-ef fector in Cartesian space is determined , a sequence of joint variables satisfying constraints while end-ef fector follows this path is referred to as redundancy resolution . 6 For non-redundant manipulators , resol ed motion rate control has been mostly used , which makes use of inverse kinematics at velocity level . 8 When the relationship between task space variables and joint space variables is defined as
where F ( θ ) : R Љ 5 R ٞ is a continuous function , by dif ferentiating this equation with respect to time , the equation below is obtained .
where J ( θ ) R ٞ ϫ Љ is the Jacobian matrix for F ( θ ) .
When a desired end-ef fector velocity is given , joint velocities are computed by solving equation (2) . This equation will be underdetermined in the case of redundant manipulators since n Ͼ m . A solution to equation (2) can be determined by the following equation which is widely used for obstacle avoidance ;
where J 4 is a generalised inverse , I is unit matrix and z is an arbitrary vector .
The first term on the right hand side in the above equation causes the end-ef fector to follow the trajectory while the null space component (the second term) configures the links without af fecting the end-ef fector position . The null space component includes an arbitrary vector z which can be chosen as smooth scalar function and which can be used as a performance criterion such as obstacle avoidance . The main problem here is to determine an appropriate z function which is to be optimised . proposed as optimisation criteria to be used in the null space of joint variables since ellipse has a simple expression . This function of the link near the obstacle is maximised to avoid the obstacle . The value of the gain constant k which af fects the magnitude of the null space vector is determined on an error and trial basic .
Optimisation criterion for obstacle avoidance is usually chosen out of a potential function to maximise distances between the links and the obstacles , which may be very dif ficult to compute . Nevertheless , a simple null pace vector is presented in reference 12 maximising areas rather than distances between obstacles and links .
Another approach for redundancy resolution is called task priority based redundancy control . A task is divided into two sub-tasks and one of them has priority over the other . Nakamura chooses second priority task as obstacle avoidance and implements it . 3 This technique is derivable from the gradient projection technique if one task variable is cancelled . 8 Maciejewski and Klein present a similar approach .
1 0 The primary command of end-ef fector velocity is first satisfied and then system redundancy is used for obstacle avoidance in a way that an obstacle avoidance point which is closest to the obstacle is determined and a velocity vector opposite to the obstacle surface is assigned to it . As already seen , a generalised inverse is used in the above techniques simply because it is not defined to invert a matrix which is not square . On the other hand , to compute joint velocities , extended Jacobian technique uses additional constraints extending the dimension of task space , which are added to Jacobian matrix so that it can be inverted . Chiacchio et al . 2 use this approach with closed-loop inverse kinematic scheme . One dif ficulty is to determine the constraints for a general case for obstacle avoidance as seen from the example of seven degrees of freedom manipulator successfully inserted into a torus in reference 4 . Schilling et al . 7 consider planning a joint-space trajectory which results in manipulator links following a given simply curved path for the end-ef fector closely , therefore avoiding obstacles indirectly . Manipulator links are decoupled into proximal and distal parts , which uses resolved-rate control equations . The joint motions near the end-ef fector are kept tangent to the path as much as possible , whereas the motion of the other links is limited to avoid collision . Bagchi and Hatwal use sensory data , analysed using a fuzzy logic controller , to avoid stationary and moving obstacles . 1 The road-map approach does not decompose free space into simple cells , instead a one dimensional construction of a structure of curves in free space is established .
Denker and Atherton 1 6 improve the ef ficiency of roadmap approach by reducing the necessity for computing time and memory requirements . Searching through the map is exhaustive since road map graph structure consists of a large number of nodes and links .
The search is simplified with the aid of some means such as simplification of obstacle shapes and employment of tangent graphs . The algorithm that Schweikard 1 7 presents determines free space of motion assuming that an algorithm to compute the intersection of a line with an obstacle in configuration space is given . The computed motion segments consist of a sequence of line segments in C-space . If the initial line segment is not collison free , then it is redefined using via points connecting initial point and goal point . There is , as always expressed , a great dif ficulty in building and searching C-space . This still prevents real-time applications , especially for manipulators with many links as well as not guaranteeing avoidance of forbidden regions .
There are some alternative methods such as sequential framework . 1 8 In this technique , motion planning in an environment cluttered with obstacles is achieved by decomposing n dimensional problem into m -dimensional sub-problems . Each sub-group's motion is individually planned and in the case of no solution for any of these sub-groups , backtracking is used . Gupta and Zhu 1 9 improve this method using potential fields determined over bitmap presentation on the sub-spaces in solving each sub-problem . The method Li and Trabia 2 0 present divides a given path into points and minimises the distance between the end-ef fector location and a given path point while penalties included in each objective function prevent links from colliding with obstacles . In the algorithm presented by Reznik and Lumelsky 2 1 , 2 2 the manipulator links are decoupled so that the motion of every link can be planned individually in the presence of obstacles . To avoid obstacles , each link is moved using the curve called the tractrix , which causes no larger motion at the links for a given motion at the end-ef fector . Trajectory for the end-ef fector itself can be computed through any searching algorithm used for a point robot . It is assumed that every link has a sensing envelope which allows the link to have full information about environment .
There are also hybrid methods such as the one Mayorga et al . 1 2 propose . It uses a potential function to guide the end-ef fector to the goal point as obstacle avoidance of the joints is carried out by the null space vector which includes a potential function maximising some areas between the links and the obstacles .
Kinematic singularity and local minima avoidance are also dealt with in the algorithm .
. 3 Potiential fields
The potential field method has been of interest to resolve path planning and obstacle avoidance for mobile robots and manipulators since it was first introduced by Khatib . 2 3 The method proposed in that paper uses a working area which is under influence of an artificial potential field . In this field the goal is presented by an attractive pole while the obstacles are presented by repulsive surfaces . This force that is used to control robot motion is the negative gradient of the artificial potential function . This force can be calculated analytically at any point in the working envelope , which results in the robot reaching the goal point . The methods based on potential fields can also be categorised as global and local . 2 4 The global methods using C-space obstacles are able to create a free path from the initial position of the end-ef fector to the goal point , whereas the local methods using the local information generate repulsive forces taking the robot to the goal point . One major criticism the potential field technique largely receives is that they have the local minima that are defined as the points in which the robot cannot move and is trapped . 2 5 In addition , the existing methods are in general presented for point robots other than manipulators with many links . There have been two approaches to cope with local minima . The method presented in the work by Graham uses a scalar potential field governed by Laplace equation :
under Dirichlet boundary conditions . Equation (4) is on a domain Ω and the boundary of Ω , that is Ѩ Ω , consists of the boundaries of all obstacles and the goal . The
workspace Ω is represented as a grid of certain dimensions that is determined with respect to the precision of the task . The partial equation which presents equation (4) and is used for iteration process on the grid is given :
where i is position on the grid in the x direction and j is position on the grid in the y direction .
The maximum gradient at any point is analogous to the direction of conventional current flow in the conducting medium and is the gradient which is used to generate the control force at that point . The goal is set to a value of Ϫ 2 1 2 6 and boundary points are set to zero . The iteration procedure produces field values at all the points on the grid , from which linear interpolation is used to get a field value at any point in the region . Any field line uniquely defines a path from any point within the field to the goal position and guarantees obstacle avoidance . The solution to the find path problem is actually solved on line as the robot moves .
. 4 Collision a oidance using a potential field technique
Route finding and path following can both be achieved with Laplacian fields , and in the process can avoid any call on inverse kinematics . The technique described by Graham , decouples each link and uses the field values around various control points along the length of the link to derive a virtual torque which controls the link motion . The virtual torque , τ , is computed using equation :
where n is number of the control point on the link , Figure 1 .
The configuration of the redundant manipulator is controlled using a process called settling . Each link is moved to position of lower potential dif ference and followed a movement of each distal link until the whole device is settled . The motion paradigm is minimise the potential dif ference all the links at each time increment . However , optimum performance would be achieved with an infinite number of control points on the surface of a link and a grid size that would capture all possible objects . This makes such a technique computationally intensive and also reduces its attractiveness as a method that allows a dynamically changing environment .
. ENHANCED COLLISION AVOIDANCE
The algorithm described and illustrated in the remainder of the text , implements the settling algorithm described by Graham and adds a geometrical collision avoidance layer which is only activated when the settling algorithm produces a collision . The extra layer has been designed to specifically overcome the loop holes of the potential field scheme as described in the previous section . Within this extra layer , each obstacle is described as a single or collection of ellipses . Each ellipse is grown by a safety margin so that there is a elliptical safety zone around each ellipse . Additionally each manipulator link is modelled as a line . Since these geometric shapes are completely defined by simple equations , any intersection can be found . This avoids the problem of not being able to implement an infinite number of potential field control points on each link .
If an intersection is found between a link and an ellipse , the link must then be repulsed from the ellipse .
The key to the robustness of such an algorithm is the ability to ensure appropriate movement of all links distal to the one being repulsed .
The exact movement of each link is therefore decided just prior to motion , based on the potential field algorithm and , if there is an intersection detected , the ellipse repulsion algorithm .
The use of ellipses , or ellipsoids in three dimensions , is a simplification for this demonstration . An ellipse has the useful property of being able to describe long thin objects as well as circles , whilst being a simple shape to describe geometrically . Obstacles could be described as pixels or voxels , in which case the basic geometric intersection calculations would be line-line rather than line-ellipse . Similarly , defining a manipulator link as a line is a simplification which can be justified by acknowledging the existence of various algorithms which can grow obstacles , globally or locally to take account of real link dimensions .
. 1 Intersection between link and obstacle
The line and ellipse equations are defined as follows ;
The line equation (7) presents the line from minus infinity to plus infinity and is collinear with the manipulator link . When any of the links is moved , the corresponding line equation for that link is constructed (Figure 2) . The coef ficients a and b in equation (7) 
The solution to the above system of equations , that is the intersections , is two points called s ( x s , y s ) and k ( x k , y k ) ( Figure 3) ;
where
. Detecting intersections
If parameteric forms of the ellipses and manipulator lines are not used it is necessary to construct further vectors to establish intersection . These are the vector pk , when x is Fig . 2 . Description of the vector pe on the link . in the first and forth quadrants , and ps in the second and third quadrants , Figure 4a . The sense of the x component of the vector pe is compared with the one of the vector pk . If the sense of pe is opposite the sense of pk , then the link does not intersect with the margin ellipse since there is a distance between the link and the ellipse . In the case of the same sense in the same direction , there are three possible cases that will be encountered . The first one is shown in Figure 4b . The length of the vector pe is less than the length of the vector pk . Still , there is no intersection . As for the cases in Figure 4c and Figure 4d , the length of pe is greater than the length of pk . In both Fig . 4a -d and n ( x n , y n ) are determined by means of the equations (7) and (8) . Hence hm and hn is greater than zero and θ is also less than zero , then the link is moved so that the absolute value of its angle increases . Otherwise , it is moved so that the value of its angle decreases . When the link angle θ is in the second or third quadrant , the same procedure is followed except that the point s is taken instead of the point k . The flowchart of this function called ELLIPSE is shown in Figure 5 .
. 3 Interaction between links
Having described a simple algorithm for individual links it is necessary to consider the ef fect of link motion on distal links . Considering an n link planar manipulator , Figure 6 , when the k th link is moved a fixed amount ⌬ θ k , the maximum displacement of the end point of the n th link ⌬ s n is simply calculated as :
where l t is the straight line from the start point of k th link to the end point of n th link .
If k th link is taken as the first link , the maximum displacement which can occur at the end-point of the If the k th link is moved to avoid an intersection , the algorithm assumes that the k th link should be returned to its position defined by the settling algorithm . The n th link should therefore be rotated in the opposite direction to the movement of k th link . To achieve a similar end point displacement backwards , the n th link angular displacement ⌬ θ n must be greater than ⌬ θ k . This value is calculated using
where l k is the length of n th link . The end-point of the n th link will not come back to the previous location . However , the aim is not to take the end-point exactly to the previous location but to move the further links away from obstacles to prevent collision through appropriate angular displacements .
Although the angular displacement is fixed and the same for each link while the robot is in the free space , an angular displacement for each link will be determined individually in the case of intersection . Therefore , each link will be moved back with the angular displacement corresponding to its location with respect to the other links . This is implemented in a recursive function called BACK (Figure 7) . If the k th link is moved , BACK checks from the most distal link , n , then n Ϫ 1 , n ; n Ϫ 2 , n Ϫ 1 , n ; . . . ; k ϩ 1 , . . . , n Ϫ 2 , n Ϫ 1 , n . The flowchart of the whole control of robot motion is shown in Figure 8 .
. COMPUTER SIMULATION
The proposed algorithm for obstacle avoidance through intersection detection with margin ellipses around obstacles has been implemented in the C on a 100 Mhz Pentium . Three examples are included to demonstrate the capabilities of the method . In the first example , a six link planar manipulator is required to reach the goal point through a narrow passage where tight manoeuvring is necessary through an environment cluttered with six obstacles . The link lengths are 150 (unit irrelevant) . The co-ordinates of the base of the robot and goal point are (580 , 730) and (496 , 255) successively . The working envelope is 700 ϫ 800 . The potential field grid size is 100 .
The angular displacement that the potential field uses is 0 . 005 radian . The minimum and maximum ellipse margins are 1 . 5 and 2 . 5 , respectively . The co-ordinates of the obstacles and the radii of margin ellipses are given in Table I . The series of diagrams in Figure 9a , b , c show the device reaching the goal with the obstacle avoidance algorithm activated for all obstacles and links . The pre-computation of the potential field takes 0 . 54 seconds , with only 7 iterations , with a running time of 7 . 08 seconds . Figure 9d shows the results of using just the settling algorithm but with a well developed 100 iteration potential field and 14 control points per link . The final configuration shown indicates that the path was not collision free .
A similar six link planar manipulator is to pass through very thin long obstacle modelled by ellipses as seen in Figure 10a , b , c . Again , tight manoeuvring is required . The link lengths are 210 . The co-ordinates of the base of the robot and goal points are (400 , 50) , (390 , 890) respectively . The working envelope is 600 ϫ 950 . The grid Fig . 7 . The BACK function . size is 100 . The angular displacement that the potential field uses is 0 . 006 radian . The total minimum margin value is 1 . 5 while the total maximum value is 4 . 4 . The co-ordinates of the obstacles and the radii of margin ellipses are given in Table II . Pre-computation for seven iterations takes 0 . 27 second while running time takes 3 . 50 seconds . Figure 11 shows a magnified view of an obstacle and a link using a fixed margin ellipse value .
The algorithm is independent of the number of links ,
with the third example showing the use of a twelve link 
. DISCUSSION
The algorithm that has been presented , has been illustrated with some arbitrary obstacle fields . 
. 1 Failure modes
Failure is a natural state , but the frustration of knowing that an item is just out of reach is usually followed by the preparation of a plan B . This is very true of environments that are changing . However there are situations in which the algorithm is unable to find a route where one does exist . These are discussed below .
.1 .1 Intersections proximal to the joint .
The displacements of the end-points of the links have been considered so far . Though , not only the end point of the link but also the whole link must avoid obstacles . For instance , after moving the k th link , the angular displacement which is necessary to move the middle point of the n th link is higher than the angular displacement for the endpoint of the n th link using equation (13) . The nearer the point is to the start point of the link , the higher angular displacement for the link is required . If using only end-points of the links is enough to avoid obstacles .
.1 .2 Double intersections .
Situations can occur when one link intersects with more than one margin ellipse particularly when the passage is narrow . The link is checked for the first obstacle and moved accordingly .
Because of the recursive feature of the BACK function , without moving any other link , it is checked for the second obstacle and moved in the opposite direction to the first movement , returning the link to the original position . To prevent this infinite loop , a count is made of the number of iterations , and the function is left after a specified number .
. 2 Comparison with other techniques
One dif ficulty with these results is that it is dif ficult to compare the performance with other techniques . It is usual that papers show situations that work , rather than cases that do not! There is therefore a need for a benchmark which can be used across the field to compare dif ferent algorithms .
The benchmark environment shown in Figure 13 is proposed as a standard that could be adopted . The key features are the constant corridor width of 50 and the 180 degree bend with a zero radius of curvature . The maximum link length that can be navigated is 100 .
It is possible to analyse other environments by identifying the corridor width and evaluating the cornering required . However there are other variables that also contribute . For the algorithm given in this paper the position of the goal , the position of the fixed base of the manipulator and the number of links all have an ef fect . 
. 3 Physical implementation
The idea of an algorithmic soft contact approach naturally leads to a physical implementation that allows real soft contact and uses such contact data , from appropriate sensors , to control motion . This is the approach being taken by Reznik and Lumelsky . 2 3 The limitations of real sensors , e . g . finite range and inability to see through obstacles , is advantageous to the computational aspects , since the working field is greatly reduced in size . The sensors ef fectively blur the boundary between the use of global and local techniques .
This real time approach can be linked with of f-line planning in which a wider working field may be available for human assessment of best routes . Routes could be blocked by using virtual objects , forcing the manipulator to take a ''better'' path .
Regarding the mechanical design of such a device a key issue is the balance between flexibility and accuracy of motion . There are very few examples in nature of long thin structures that are unsupported and flexible , which is not encouraging for devices working in air , unless soft contact can be used . Devices supported in a fluid , e . g . blood will be much simpler to design .
When designing thin devices , thin is taken as less than 10 mm diameter , there is the additional influence of the size of actuators . This leads to the need for externally actuated systems , driven through wires , or the use of distributed actuation as is found with shape memory alloy or flexible pneumatic designs .
. Dynamic en ironments
The issue of a changing environment is simply a matter of rate of change . For example , the human eye operates at about 25 Hz , which is matched in order of magnitude to the response of our motion systems (excluding LOW LEVEL reactions) . A human is therefore unable to see or move to avoid a speeding bullet , but a thrown tennis ball can be easily caught . Taking another example : When we are confronted by a rotating door , we automatically pause to estimate the arrival of the gaps and then take the plunge . But if the fequency of rotation were variable most people would probably go and find another doorway .
This illustrates that the issue of a dynamically changing environment is meaningless , unless the changes are predictable within the response time of the device . The proposition of recalculating a potential field taking into account movement of obstacles (including other manipulators) is perfectly reasonable considering the availability of computing power . The part that is not trivial is the recognition that the field may have changed such that the manipulator is no longer on the correct path , but this is a re-statement of the backing-up task .
Therefore a dynamically changing environment brings only one extra requirement ; that of being able to start from the wrong place . A method of benchmarking dif ferent techniques has also been presented that should enable these results to be compared with other path following algorithms for highly redundant manipulators .
